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ABSTRACT
An experiment dealing with the reco-

gnition of emotions in speech and in
singing for two subject populations
(opera amateurs and non-amateurs) based
on visual. auditory, and audiovisual per-
ception tests was used to assess the re-
spective roles of the singer's voice and
facial expressions in the perception of
emotions produced by a professional so-
prano, and to determine how spectators
decode these emotions.

INTRODUCTION
How do opera singers manage to pro-

duce the physiological or functional facial
movements (required for emitting a given
sound) at the same time as they produce
the facial expressions (aimed at dis-
playing the wide range of human feel~
rngs) rn order to reflect the emotions they
must transmit to the public? Do spec-
tators use a specific strategy to decode
the emotions expressed by lyrical artists?
Do. they Ignore the functional part of a
facial expression and focus their attention
solely on 'the expressive part? We de—
srgned a pilot experiment that allowed us
not only to assess the respective roles of
the voice and the face in the perception of
emotions produced by a professional
soprano, but also to determine how spec-
tators decode these emotions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Corpus

The soprano recruited had to be both
an excellent professional singer and a
good actress. She was filmed in an ane-chorc chamber using two synchronizedcameras so as to obtain simultaneousprofile and front view videotapes of herface as she carried out a certain numberof tasks of increasing complexity. Forthe purposes of the present study, thevideofrlms were used tof the vowel [ o extract a corpus

a], spoken and sun
(262 Hz) for the lower register, (g3:125%;Hz) for the middle register, and C6 (1047Iiz) for the upper register, with four ba-src emotions : joy, sorrow, fear and an-ger (which taken two at a time, can be

opposed along the activation/Inhibition
dimension). The best sequences were
selected and the most characteristic part
of the facial expression in each was
photographed from the videotape. This
gave us a corpus composed of both
sound sequences and photographs.

Testing
Tests were administered to two popu-

lations of subjects : 20 opera lovers who
regularly watch videotapes of lyric works

and 20 subjects with no particular interest

in the lyrical arts. Using a computer-
driven projection system, the slides used

in the visual tests were presented to the
subjects for four seconds. Testing‘was

done in three phases : (l) a solely vrsual

phase where the subjects had to judge

static images only (photographS). (2):
purely auditory phase where they had to

judge sound sequences only. and (3) an
audiovisual phase which combined the
sound sequences and the stauc Images.

- Visual test. The visual test con-

sisted of two steps. In the firstnthe

subjects had to identify the emotions

expressed. In the second, they were to”

what the emotion would be and had to

assess its intensity. ,
The first step (identification of euro

tions) included two series, one contain-

ing real images where each face corre-

sponded to a given emotion and a give}!

register (vowel [a] spoken and 5a 1“
the lower, middle, and upper 113315”)

and one containing mixed Images We”:

the top and bottom of the face did 11:5

correspond to the same emotion. Joy w _
permuted with sorrow, and fear With an
ger, always within the same N815”

The second step (assessment of 6130'

tion intensity) consisted of three phases;
In the first, the subjects' task was f

choose the most expressive face oath:

two simultaneously-presenwd'naléo
tographs, each representing a given in-

tion (of which the subjects werein

formed) expressed in the lower

Upper registers. In the secogt‘ijphis"
two hoto phs represcn .
emotion (gin, of which the 511l
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were informed) expressed in the lower

and upper registers, but thrsume the two

halves of the faces were rnterchanged

across the lower and upper registers. Ifor

example, a top half (lower regis-
mybottom half (upper register) face had

tobe compared with a top half (upper

register)/bottom half (lower register)

face. The third phase dealt solely with

emotions expressed in the spoken vorce.

For each emotion, the subjects had to

select the face they felt was the most ex-
pressive among three simultaneously
presented photographs, one of a real face

and two of reconstructed faces made

from two right halves and two left

halves.
- Auditory test. The subjects' task

was to identify the emotions by listening

to two series of randomly mounted

sound sequences containing the vowel

[a] spoken and sung in the three regis-
ters.

-Audiovisual test. The subjects had to
identify the various emotions by looking
at photographs of real faces on which
each facial expression corresponded to a
given emotion and a given register
(vowel [a] spoken and sung in the lower,
middle, and upper registers) while
listening to the corresponding synchro-
nized sound sequences.

RESULTS
Soprano's Morphological Features

- Expressivity index. The soprano
who volunteered for this experiment has
arelatively symmetrical face. Because of
this, her right side was judged to be as
expressive as her left side (36% and
37%. respectively) for all emotions.

has interesting to note that, for all
emotions pooled, the real face was jud-
ECdto be expressive by only 24% of the
Suhjects. It appears as though joining
two nght halves and two left halves rein-
forces the facial symmetry, making the
mixed faces more expressive.

For sorrow, fear, and anger, the faces
made up of two left halves were consid-
"id by the greatest number of subjects
(49%) to be the most representative of
the emotion in question (compared to the
Ital face and the face made up of two
fight halves). These results are consistent
With those obtained in an experiment by
.aCiEhelm and Our [1], where the emo-

tron 1n faces composed of two left halves
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was judged to be more intense than in
faces composed of two right halves. For
joy, the right side was judged to be more
expressive by 50% of our subjects, a
findm' g which is in line with Bruyer's [2]
theory that the left hemisphere is in-
volved in the expression of pleasant erm-
tions.

- Within-register salience index. For
all subjects and emotions pooled, when
joy and sorrow or fear and anger were
mixed within a given register. the bottom
of the face clearly dominated in speech
(B = 54% and T = 32%), whereas this
effect was not as pronounced in singing
(B = 37% and T = 32%). Moreover,
the differences between the top and bot-
tom of the face gradually decreased from
the lower register to the upper register
(lower . T/B = 37/43; middle .

T/B = 33/37; upper : T/B = 27/31),
probably because emotion infomratron
becomes increasingly difficult to per-

ceive, making it necessary to use all

available cues regardless of whether they

areonthetoporbottomofthefaeez

For all subjects and all registers

pooled, the bottom of the face dominated

for joy (T = 13%, B = 58%) and

sorrow T = 16%, B = 51%), whereas

the top dominated for fear (T = 36%,

B = 18%) and anger (T = 61%,

B = 46%). These results partially cor-

roborate Bassili's [3] findings, which

showed that the top part of the face rs

used to detect anger. the bottom. Joy.
sorrow, and disgust; and both parts. SUI-

prise and fear.

Between-medium Comparisons

Regardless of the medium used

(sound, image, sound+rmage),.the emo-

tions expressed in speech were identified

the best (83% vs. 56% for smgrng). .

For all subjects, emotions, and l'cg'lS'

ters pooled, sound was found_to be the

poorest conveyor of information about

emotions (39%), whereas Images at-

tained 74% and sound accompanied by

images, 76%. The combination of Image

and sound improved the score by 7%

over images alone for the spoken vojc;

(I = 88%, 5+1 = 95%) and by-

over singing in the lower register

(I = 72% and 5+1 = 76%). In contrast,

the scores were virtually the same in th;

middle (I = 81% and 8+1 = 82%) an

upper (I = 53% and 5+1 = 54%) regis-
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. As the acoustic cues of emotion are

garriially destroyed in thesereglrsters, al-

most no additional information is provrd-

ed by the sound. In the other registers,

the acoustic cues are added tothe vrsual

cues and thereby contribute to rmprovrng

on.
1Tmzxgrir‘rlc?ng the four basic emotions, for

all subjects, registers, and media com-

bined, sorrow (73%) and joy (72%)

were recognized the best. Then came fear

(54%), with anger in last place (53%).

Comparison of Lower and Upper

Registers .
- Between-register comparison of

expressivity. When subjects had to

choose the most expressive of two real

photographs representing the same emo—

tion in the lower and upper registers, the

lower register predominated at 50%, vs.

48% for the upper register. For the emo-

tions taken separately, the upper register

was judged to be more expressrve for

joy, sorrow, and fear, while the lower

register was judged so for anger. This rs

no doubt due to the wide buccal opening

in the upper register, which gives them)-

pression of a more intense emotion.

whether it be joy, sorrow, or fear. The
small buccal opening in the lower register
is more representative of anger. whose
main visual feature is the clenching of the
teeth. .

- Between-register comparison of
salience. When for a given emotion, the
lower and upper registers were mixed to
obtain W and U/L pairs, the lower reg-
ister dominated in 55% of the cases. The
faces judged to be the most representative
of joy and sorrow were the WI. mixtures
(lower register on bottom of face). The
faces judged to be the most expressive of
fear and anger were the W mixtures
(lower register on top of face). This
confirms our previous results. The
dominance of the lower register can be
explained by the fact that, in the upper
register where all facial muscles are being
used to produce the sound, achieving
good vocal technique takes precedence
over expressrng emotions.

Auditory Identification of
Emotions

At the auditory level, for all registers
and subjects pooled, the recognition rate
for sorrow was 56%, fear 38%. joy
33%, and anger 28%.
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In the upper register, for all subjects
pooled, joy was recognized the best

(48%). In contrast, none of the subjects
recognized sorrow (0%) : 45% thought it
was joy. 30% fear, and 23% anger. This
is most likely related to extsting emotion-
al stereotypes. Joy, fear, and anger are

the three emotions which, when speak-
ing, the soprano producedhm the upper

register (sometimes even rn_the_upper-

upper register). It scents that joy lS asso-
ciated with the upper register. Inversely,

one can hypothesize that the lower regis-

ter is associated with sorrow. If thrs hy-
pothesis is valid, not only should sorrow
be recognized better in the lower regtster

(which was indeed the case : 73%) than

in the upper register (9%), but joy should

be poorly recognized in the lower register

(which was also the case : 18%). Fear

and anger seem to follow the sorrow”

pattern and are treated as "rntemalrred

versions of the traditionally accepted

emotional stereotypes, with recogmtron

rates of 28% in the lower register and 8%

in the upper register for fear,'and 38% m

the lower register and 13% in the upper

register for anger.

CONCLUSION
The face of the soprano who volun-

teered for this experiment has a mixed

salience index. This means that whether

she is speaking or singing, the part of he;

face which determines the recogmtron o

emotions depends on the emotion being

expressed : the top of the face dominates

for fear and anger, and the bottom dog:-

nates for joy and sorrow. Moreover. 5

soprano has a neutral expressrvrty index.

In other words, the right side of her huge

is judged to be as expressrve as the lfe I.

probably due to the mgularlty of her ca-

tures. .
Regardless of the medium, the 3?;

tions expressed in speech were rden .

better than those expressed 1n surging-

The visual medium was the best. when:

as sound was a poor vehicle of mono

information. The combination of mini”

and image led to a slight mwcgindid

emotion recognition in s '11. . , .

not turn out to be very effective in amuse

ing, where the partly destroyed Mimi“y

emotion cues are unable to supp y

additional information. .
Forthevisual lSpeCtOflhflsmdfi:

emotions ex in the uppd M15
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appear as a whole to be overridden by
those expressed in the lower register,
judged to be more expressive. This find-
ing is not surprising in that the entire
facial musculature is involved in upper
register emissions, which jeopardizes the
expression of emotions. However, the
upper register appears to be considered
more expressive for joy, sorrow, and
fear, most likely because of the wide
buccal opening which reinforces the in-
tensity of the emotion being expressed.
The lower register in turn is judged to be
more expressive for anger, no doubt due
to the fact that the narrower buccal open-
ing in the lower register corresponds
more closely to this emotion, generally
expressed by a set jaw.

For the auditory aspect of this study,
the emotion identified the best was sor-
row, although none of the subjects rec-
ognized it in the upper register where it
was mistaken for joy. Due to the exist-
ence of strong emotional stereotypes, joy
seems to be associated with the upper
register, and sorrow, with the lower reg-
ister. This accounts for the fact that sor-
row was not recognized in the upper reg-
ister and that joy was poorly identified in
the lower register.

In summary, for singing, the identifi-
cation of emotions and the assessment of
their intensity appears to be influenced by
parasitic phenomena related to their ex-
treme production conditions. For in-
stance, buccal opening plays a role in the
assessment of emotional intensity, which
rs judged to be greater when the mouth is
wide open (upper register) than when it
is only slightly open (lower register).
Likewrse, the fact that unconsciously,
most people associate joy with the upper
register and sorrow with the lower regis-
ter, has an impact on the recognition of
these emotions in the outer registers.

Whereas in speech. the recognition of
emotions rs not subject to any particular
production constraints, in singing the
constraints are great and are manifested
in the face by specific movements which
Interfere with the expression of emo-
tions. Due to this fact, emotions are only
correctly identified when the functional
and expressive movements are compat—
rble. In all other cases, the functional
movement takes precedence over the
emotional expression, because even
When an opera singer is an excellent actor
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or actress, he or she cannot run the risk
of jeopardizing the quality of the sound
emitted in order to express an emotion or
a feeling.
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